Do you have any books you love that you want other people to read? Email us a short review of your favourite works. Your input may help us decide what gets put in the Popular section of the library!

Send it to scarbyutsclibrary@gmail.com

Hello everyone! I hope your exams went well. Welcome to a new semester of university, and with that, more studying!! Here at the UTSC library, we have plenty of resources to help, from computers, to news articles to textbooks, and opportunities like the Undergrad Research Prize and book reviews!

Ask Me!

Send me your questions: scarbyutsclibrary@gmail.com

or

Drop your questions in the Ask Scarby Box located on top of the Drop Box at the entrance of the library.

Attention aspiring researchers!

Do you have a research project that you want to share and present to others?

UTSC Undergraduate Research Poster Forum

Important Dates
Submission Deadline: February 24, 2020 at 12:00pm
Finalists contacted: March 2, 2020


UTSC Library Undergraduate Research Prize

Important Dates
Application Deadline: April 7, 2020, 11:59pm EDT

Library Queries

Library Computers

Dear Scarby,

How long can we use the library computers?
– Carl, 1st year

Dear Carl,

You can use the library computers for as long as you need to, as long as the library is open, which is 8:00am to 10:30pm from Monday to Friday and 12:00pm to 10:30pm on weekends, with extended hours beginning reading week!

Keep in mind that computers automatically log off and erase any unsaved data after being idle for 30 minutes, so don’t stay away from the computer for too long! Also be mindful of the limited number of computers, so try not to take too long and make productive use of your time on the computers.

Can’t find an available computer? Try the library instruction lab in AC286a, or one of the 24-hour labs on campus in B473, B487, B490, and B494.

Yours truly,

SHHH

Finding News Articles

Dear Scarby,

Can I read news journals online?
Does UTSC provide such resources?
– Bob, 2nd year

Dear Bob,

Actually, you can read individual articles from these sources!

Go to the UTSC library website at https://utsc.library.utoronto.ca/. Click in the Start your Search box or click on Newspapers near the top right, under Articles. Type the name of your desired newspaper, for example “Wall Street Journal”. In the search results, you should find links to the newspaper and its articles.

If you’re looking for newspapers from around the world, try the newspaper research guide at https://guides.library.utoronto.ca/newspapers

So whether you are looking for sources to cite in your essay or just want to enrich your knowledge by keeping up with the news, the UTSC library has an accessible and free way to do so!

Yours truly,

SHHH

Thumbs Up

Using the assignment calculator to help you plan your assignments.
https://ctl.utsc.utoronto.ca/

Thumbs Down

Waiting until the last minute to get started on assignments.

On Scarby’s Shelf

If your course has assigned textbooks you can borrow them from the library’s course reserves for up to 3 hours. If you don’t want to buy the textbook or just forgot yours at home you can borrow it from the library to help you study.